Dear connects, sendes the end of
AMPESS, one to you hardly been
born association that he mostly
cures the ethical and psychological
aspects in within sanitary associate
and especially in emergency care.
Our objective is that one to
collaborate
culturally
nurse
associations of other nations for a
professional exchange.
It would be interesting to insert in
our review Ethos, articles that come
from other international reviews…
For this, we ask to you if you are
available to collaborate with we for a
comparison and in order to send to
us eventually articles to estimate and
to publish in our review online.
In our site www.ampess.it it has be
made a connection to your site

The bimonthly one
ΣTHOS
ΣTHOS it’s the bimonthly one of
AMPESS that it comes sended to the
associates through mail.
ΣTHOS contains mainly:
• Articles of the associates
• Articles drawn from
international literature
• Regarding news the association
AMPESS it’s taken advantage also a
composed Multidisciplinary Scientific
Commission from varius professional
figures that are taken care of the
cultural and scientific part of the
association.
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AMPESS it’s an association been born from a group of professionals (nurses,doctors,phychologists) that
they operate in sanitary field....
The peculiar characteristics of the founder of AMPESS are those of professionals (daily engage “in
front line”) that they try to face problematic the charitable ones, not only from the technical point of view
daily, but also ethical and psychological for having one alternative vision of the individual....
What we resolve to do is to ahead carry plans hat can offer one psychological attendance not only
turned the patients, but also to the relative and the rescuers…but in order to make this it’s necessary to
above all carry to acquaintance the plan to we professionals,therefore to diffuse a culture is of
psychological dynamics (whose acquaintance is becaming indispensable) is of ethics, than vision of the
man allows us to face thematic the associate sanitary in one “object to cure”, but like individual with one
mind bearer of feelings…emotions…values…
We become accaunt that we have “road to make”…,but we do not lose heart ourselves and we head
at the passion and the optimism in order to make to grow AMPESS hoping to succeed in naturally giving to
a small cultural contribution to the system sanitary associate, with the indispensable aid and the
experience of who will want to collaborate with we as associate… the association is opened to al the
figures that operate in field sanitary associate just in order to offer a precious enrichment from “more
directions”…
This therefore is the beginning of the way…that we hope can be developed in future in a rich travel
of emotions and interesting encounter…
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